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University of New Brunswick

Audience Participation Test
This incident investigation form appears to be
appropriate for use for a typical incident
investigation?
a) Yes it looks good to me
b) No, it is too long and too detailed
c) Yes, but it should have additional requirements related to
causes of the incident
d) No, it is too simplistic and needs additional substance to
be usable
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Incident Investigation Form

Why is Incident Investigation Important?
American Institute of Chemical Engineers

https://www.aiche.org/ccps/topics/elements-process-safety/learn-experience/incident-investigation/introduction
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Data Driven Decision-making

Why is Incident Investigation Important?
Apparent and Root Causes

https://www.aiche.org/ccps/topics/elements-process-safety/learn-experience/incident-investigation/introduction
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Causes of Incidents

Manitoba TLIR Data

2017 Data

The causes of incidents go by many names. This
can cause confusion.
• Direct Causes = Proximate Causes = Superficial
Causes = Immediate causes
• Indirect causes= Distal Causes = Basics causes
= Contributing Causes
• Root causes = Management System Failures =
Fundamental Causes = Underlying Causes
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Incident Investigation and Maturity

Case Study – Snow and Ice

GENERATIVE
“Safety is how to do
business around here.”

PROACTIVE
“We work on the problems
that we still find.”

CALCULATIVE
“We have systems in place
to manage all hazards.”

REACTIVE
“Safety is important. We do
a lot every time we have an
accident.”

PATHOLOGICAL
“Who cares as long as
we’re not caught?”
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Risk Assessment Fundamentals

DDDM at Work in Ottawa

Incident

Window of
opportunity

https://www.ohsa.com.au/course/icam-training-lead-incident-investigation/
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Incident Investigation Fundamentals

DDDM at Work in Ottawa

Incident

Window of
opportunity
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CRSP’s Competency Profile

OHSMS Continuous Improvement

There are 48 questions on the exam from the ASF Domain.
Given there are 25 ASF competencies, statistically there might
only be two questions on the CRSP exam related to incident
investigation.
A candidate can get about 65 of the 200 questions wrong and
still pass.
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Why Causation Matters

OHSMS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Company policy and management commitment
Worker qualifications, orientation and training
Hazard identification
Hazard control
Ongoing inspections
Emergency response
Incident investigation
Modified Duties Program
Measurement and continuous improvement
Program administration

We call this
the culture

http://www.ohsbok.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/32-Models-of-causation-Safety.pdf
Safety Institute of Australia
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The Value of Incident Investigation

The Value of Incident Investigation

Why?
How?

Proper incident investigation is a critical aspect of any
OHSMS continuous improvement plan.

First, we need to assess,
update and upgrade as
necessary, the process to be
followed by the our team to
ensure our processes are
ready for implementation.

Current incident investigation processes at many
organizations are not always as effective as we need them to
be to learn from past incidents and improve processes to
prevent future incidents.
Without good investigation and causal analysis processes
there is no system-wide corrective action and no systemwide continuous improvement.
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The Value of Incident Investigation

Case Study – Zamboni Driver Injured

What?
We need a program to build the capacity of our internal team
so that they are better able to investigate incidents properly
with proper support and ensure that the true causes of
incidents can be determined and corrective actions can be
taken as necessary to prevent reoccurrence.
If continuous improvement is to be achieved it requires we
are good at this across the organizational chart.
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Case Study – Zamboni Driver Injured

Case Study – Zamboni Driver Injured

Outlet chute of
the vertical auger
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Case Study – Zamboni Driver Injured

Case Study – Zamboni Driver Injured
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BowTie

Incident Investigation
Basic Steps:
1.Report occurrence to Supervisor or Manager
2.Complete incident notification report
3.Examine scene for evidence and interview witnesses to determine immediate
causes and assess the need to take immediate corrective actions to mitigate risk
4.Take photographs of scene and as appropriate complete a sketch of scene
5.Develop timeline document
6.Undertake a technical study of evidence and interpretation using “events and
conditions” and “5-Why” analysis and other systems to determine basic causes
and root causes, and corrective actions and improved controls
7.Formal reporting and communication of findings to Management. EHS team
member to offer to provide a formal sit-down meeting to discuss incidents with
1-up and 2-up
8.System-wide roll-out, communication (by safety bulletin, hazard alert, or other
means), and training , as necessary, on new and improved processes and
systems
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TapRoot®
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SCAT
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I-CAM

5-Why

Incident Cause Analysis Method
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Accident Pre-cursers

Audience Participation Test
What tools do you use to undertake incident
investigation and causal analysis?
a) Our own internal incident investigation process
b) TapRoot®
c) BowTie
d) SCAT (Systematic Causal Analysis Technique)
e) ICAM (Incident Cause Analysis Method)

•

Task Demands
Time Pressure (in a hurry)

•

Individual Capabilities
Unfamiliarity w/Task / First Time

•

High Workload (memory requirements)

•

Lack Knowledge (mental model)

•

Simultaneous, Multiple Tasks

•

New Technique not Used Before

•

Repetitive Actions, Monotonous

•

Imprecise Communication Habits

•

Irrecoverable Acts

•

Lack of Proficiency / Inexperience

•

Interpretation Requirements

•

Indistinct Problem-Solving Skills

•

Unclear Goals, Roles, and Responsibilities

•

“Hazardous” Attitude for Critical Task

•

Lack of or Unclear Standards

•

Illness / Fatigue

•

Work Environment

•

Human Nature

•

Distractions/Interruptions

•

Stress (limits attention)

•

Changes / Departures from routine

•

Habit Patterns

•

Confusing Displays or Controls

•

Assumptions (inaccurate mental picture)

•

Workarounds

•

Complacency / Overconfidence

•

Hidden System Response

•

Mindset (‘tuned” to see)

•

Unexpected Equipment Conditions

•

Inaccurate Risk Perception (Pollyanna)

•

Lack of Alternative Indication

•

Mental Shortcuts (biases)

•

Personality Conflicts

•

Limited Short-Term Memory

Shane Bush - Idaho Falls, Idaho
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Root Cause Analysis

How to report it?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sFQFfrYjtPUb
Mark Galley, Reliability Engineer
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Who investigates it?

Incident Investigation
Is a 3+ step process:
1. Incident Notification and Data collection:
• Preliminary notification with immediate
corrective action
• Full investigation

2. Data Analysis; and
3. Detailed System-wide Corrective Action
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Witness Interviews

Incident Investigation

Who? The employees directly and indirectly involved.
When? As soon as possible after the incident.
How? The setting? The approach? The questions?

Is a 3+ step process:
1. Incident Notification and Data collection:
• Preliminary notification with immediate
corrective action
• Full investigation

2. Data (Causal) Analysis; and
3. Detailed System-wide Corrective Action
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How do you do causal analysis?

Practice Makes Perfect
The investigation team can practice by
investigating past incidents that have
happened very recently or by investigating
issues of non-compliance identified during a
workplace inspection.
All non-compliances have the same root
causes as the major incidents that may occur.
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Methods of Evidence Collection

Detailed Timeline Development

Evidence will be found in each of the following
categories:

This is used to establish the who, when, where, and how of
the incident and forms an important bases for conditions and
events analysis, 5-Why analysis and other root cause
analysis

People (most important)
Position
Parts
Papers (least important)
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Events and Conditions Analysis

Causal Analysis and Corrective Action
1.
2.
3.
4.

Detailed timeline development
Systems review of prevention efforts
Events and Conditions Analysis
Undertake a technical study of evidence and
interpretation using “events and conditions” and “5Why” analysis and other systems to determine basic
causes and root causes, and corrective actions and
improved controls
5. Develop corrective action
6. Review and finalize corrective action with Management
7. Track corrective action to completion
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This is used to develop a more detailed description of what
happened and allows for description of the conditions that
existed to allow the event to occur.
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Events and Conditions Analysis

The Real Causes of Incidents

 A graphical method
 It allows you to represent what and when events
happened and the conditions present that
contributed to the events happening.
 Witness information and physical evidence allow
you identify the events and conditions.
 Events go in the squares and conditions are
added above or below the squares
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Workplace incidents are a result of:
• Human errors
• Situational aspects and
• Environmental aspects

of the work and workplace.
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Events and Conditions Analysis

Look for the Energy

Conditions could be:
1. Environment
hot, cold, sunny, rainy, dark, light etc.

2. Employee focused
skills, experience, training, certification, abilities, strength,
height, etc.

•Witness information and physical evidence allow you
identify the events and conditions.
•Events go in the squares and conditions are added
above or below the squares
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https://www.standards.doe.gov/standards-documents/1200/1208-bhdbk-2012-v2/@@images/file

The Social Environment
• Human behavior is influenced by social context
Social norms, management
practices, morale, training,
incentives (e.g. construction
workers will not wear safety
gear if no one else is)
Creates the mechanism for
“normalized deviance”

Normalization of Deviance
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The Real Problem

http://www.ohsbok.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/32-Models-of-causation-Safety.pdf

People, some:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

are weak
don’t know
don’t care
get tired
forget
are lazy
are stressed
don’t follow rules
are easily confused

But you need them to run your organization so…..we need to figure this out!
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Why is Incident Investigation Important?

Questions??
Please feel free to contact me directly

Apparent and Root Causes

https://www.aiche.org/ccps/topics/elements-process-safety/learn-experience/incident-investigation/introduction
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A Final Though - Incident Investigation
Basic Steps:
1.Report occurrence to Supervisor or Manager
2.Complete incident notification report
3.Examine scene for evidence and interview witnesses to determine immediate
causes and assess the need to take immediate corrective actions to mitigate risk
4.Take photographs of scene and as appropriate complete a sketch of scene
5.Develop timeline document
6.Undertake a technical study of evidence and interpretation using “events and
conditions” and “5-Why” analysis and other systems to determine basic causes and
root causes, and corrective actions and improved controls
7.Formal reporting and communication of findings to Management. EHS team
member to offer to provide a formal sit-down meeting to discuss incidents with 1up and 2-up
8.System-wide roll-out, communication (by safety bulletin, hazard alert, or other
means), and training , as necessary, on new and improved processes and systems
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